Oblique Reconstruction: A Pictorial Follow Up
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Abstract

A previously published paper about the common mistakes radiographers make when they are doing a reconstruction of a CT scan. This mistake is using the table top as a reference, not the the oblique reconstruction according to the direction of the organ being scanned. In this paper, a proposal of going one more step further and started applying the oblique reconstruction according to the anatomy of a region in order to get a better view. This paper will apply the oblique reconstruction in areas that never been used in -as the classical way of performing reconstructions. These regions are: the rib cage, the spine, the great vessels, the pelvis, the calceneous bone, etc.
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Introduction

A previous paper was published about the most common mistake among CT radiographers which is doing the reconstruction of the slices using the table top as a reference, not according with the organ that is being imaged.1,2. There are many regions that is not required to use the oblique reconstitution with it like the rib cage. But if the oblique reconstruction is used with the rib cage, it will show the entire or a big part of one rib seen one section which will prevent missing of any fracture. As well, the reconstruction will be parallel to the lung because the lungs are taking the ribs’ shape. The difference between the oblique reconstruction and the classic way of doing reconstruction as what is seen in (Figs. from 1 thru 5). It is seen on the oblique reconstruction that one rib can be seen starting from the vertebra until the end, while on the axial straight cuts that show different segments of different ribs on each slice.

A- Rib Cage

The ribs can be demonstrated one by one as a big part of the rib in each slice. This will allow following one rib from the beginning of the rib to the end without missing any fracture or any pathology. In cases where volume rendering technique (VRT) is not available, this way of reconstruction will be a great help see (Figs. from 1 thru 5).
Figure 1: An axial CT scan shows a big segment of the rib on the left side as one piece to prevent missing any fracture (the red arrow), in cases where VRT is not available.

Figure 2: An axial CT scan shows a big segment of the rib on the right side as one piece to prevent missing any fracture (the red arrow), in cases where VRT is not available.
Figure 3: A sagittal CT scan Localizer and sections level reference shows the levels of the sections where are they taken.

Figure 4: An axial CT scan shows different parts of different ribs due to using of straight sections.
Figure 5: The level and orientation of the sections taken applied on the rib cage. The (A) illustration shows tilted lines which goes along with the ribs to take them in one section as possible. The (B) illustration shows the classic way of taking sections on the CT scan which will result in cutting three or even more ribs in one slice which will not allow seeing the continuity of the rib.

B- Spine

The cervical, thoracic, lumbar, scarum, and coccyx spine can be tricky because it has a lordotic and kyphotic curvatures, so separate reconstruction for the spine can be helpful by taking the three direction of the lordosis or kyphosis see (Figs. 6 thru 8). For example, the upper segment of the thoracic spine will be directed downward, the middle segment of the thoracic spine will be straight, and the lower segment of the spine will be directed upward. Therefore, a three type of reconstruction can be done which will cut these vertebra at accurate levels and parallel to the vertebra direction.

Figure 6: A sagittal CT scan of the neck with different three types of reconstruction directions according to the direction of the cervical vertebra.
Figure 7: A sagittal CT scan of the chest shows three orientations of the directions of the reconstruction in different colors. The directions are made parallel to the spine direction.

Figure 8: A sagittal CT scan of the lumbosacral spine shows three directions of the reconstruction based on the vertebra’s orientation.
C- Great vessels

In many instances, a great vessel might be the region of interest (ROI) for presence of a pathology or anything else. The great vessel might be diagonally oriented. On straight cuts, the vessel will not appear in one slice. Then one might have to check other slices and connect the dots. But if a good reconstruction was done parallel to the great vessel, then the interpreter will see the whole vessel on one slice see (Figs from 9 thru 12).

**Figure 9:** A sagittal CT section shows the common left iliac artery from the bifurcation of the abdominal aorta until the artery reaches the pelvis.

**Figure 10:** A coronal CT section to localize the reconstructions parallel with the common left iliac artery.
Figure 11: A sagittal section of CT scan of the abdomen shows the right common iliac artery.

Figure 12: A coronal CT scan to localize the plan of reconstructions based on the common right iliac artery’s direction.
D- Pelvis

The pelvis in standing position is in a position where the anterior superior iliac spine is perpendicular to the pelvic tubercle which make the pelvis oriented in antero-inferior fashion. The pelvic perineum is horizontal between the symphysis pubis and the coccyx. Therefore, the reconstruction of the pelvis should be parallel to the pelvis orientation in order to get better images than the ones usually done by a simple reconstruction based on the table tope as a landmark.

Figure 13: A coronal section of the symphysis pubis joint.

Figure 14: A coronal section of the pelvis shows both acetabula and fovea on the left side.
Figure 15: A coronal section of the sacrum.

Figure 16: A sagittal section of CT scan on the pelvis (bone window) to plan the coronal reconstruction sections according to the pelvis direction.
**Figure 17:** An axial CT scan of the pelvis according to the pelvis direction.

**Figure 18:** An axial section of the pelvis shows the floor of the pelvis.

**Figure 19:** An axial CT scan of the rectum according to the pelvis direction.
Figure 20: An axial CT scan of the pelvis shows the psoas muscles.

Figure 21: A sagittal section of the CT scan (bone window) to localize the direction of the “axial” sections according to the pelvis direction.
Figure 22: Compare the previous views with the regular axial CT scan of the pelvis.

E- Foot

The foot is a little bit different because it depends on the foot type. If it is a flat foot then a simple straight reconstruction is needed, but if the patient has a high arched foot (both medial and lateral longitudinal arches are high), then apply what is suggested in this paper. This can be seen on a standing X-ray (i.e., the flat foot and the arched foot). So, if the foot is highly arched or a normal foot, then this type of reconstruction will be perfect see (Fig. 23). If the patient has a flat foot, then the reconstruction will be for the whole foot as one part on the same level. The reconstruction is required in a normal arched foot and highly arched foot because the foot is divided into two parts and if reconstruction is done for both segments as a one segment then the foot image will be very useless. The reconstruction of the sagittal is the only one reconstruction that can be done for the whole foot as one segment, but the axial and coronal sections will be not of a great help because it takes the table top as a reference for the reconstruction. The foot will be in different sections and VRT will be required. If VRT is not available, the best thing to do is the oblique reconstruction for two segments (i.e., each one alone).
Figure 23: A lateral foot X-ray to show how the reconstruction should be done for the foot. The red and green are the calcaneus’ reconstruction plans. The blue and yellow are the rest of the foot reconstruction.

Conclusion

The oblique reconstruction is helpful in many regions like rib cage, spine, great vessels, pelvis, and feet. As well, brain, shoulder, hip, heart, knee, any great vessel of the heart, and temporal bone. Oblique reconstruction can be used with all of them.
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